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Many books have re-
cently been published on 
the herpetofauna of South-
east Asia, but this is not just 
yet another of them. This 
new opus, a chef-d’oeuvre 
as we are tempted to say, 
is extremely informative 
and accurate, amazingly il-
lustrated, and summarizes 
an impressive amount of 
knowledge and experience 
accumulated by the author 
on the subject treated. With 
its excellent glossy paper and 
high binding quality, it sets 
new, very high standards for 
herpetological books on the 
region. The author is already 
well known for his work on 

herpetological subjects in both the Old and the New Worlds and 
for his large number of mostly taxonomic publications on the 
reptiles of Peninsular Malaysia, including a recent guide on the 
reptiles and amphibians of the Seribuat Archipelago (Grismer 
2011), and the (co-)description of 32 of the 124 Peninsular Ma-
laysian native lizard species—i.e., more than a third!—, among 
them 14 of the 19 local Cnemaspis spp., and 8 of the 16 Cyrto-
dactylus spp. 

The main sections of the book are the brief introduction (pp. 
14–15), an abundantly illustrated presentation of the physical 

and natural environments and the climate found in the area cov-
ered by the book (pp. 17–80), a general presentation of the local 
herpetofauna with a history of the herpetological research on the 
area (pp. 81–96), the species accounts (pp. 97–703) which form 
the principal part of the book, including identification keys to 
families, genera, and species, a brief section on two introduced 
exotic lizard species (the iguanid Iguana iguana and the agamid 
Physignathus cocincinus) (p. 704), another brief section on con-
servation (pp. 705–707), and the bibliographic references (pp. 
708–728).  

With not a single exception, photographic illustrations in the 
book are absolutely astonishing. Among the 530 figures in the 
book, all in color, one is a map of Southeast Asia, two others are 
maps of Peninsular Malaysia, 96 show habitats (sometimes fea-
turing a snake or an amphibian as well), and all others are lizard 
photographs, including lizards in their natural habitat and de-
tailed views of body parts (such as heads with extended dewlaps 
or expanded wings of Draco spp.). Each photograph is accompa-
nied by detailed locality data, which adds a lot of information. 
Actually a few photographs lack locality data (in particular, the 
Gekko smithii on pp. 82–83 was photographed on Pulau Perhen-
tian Besar, Terengganu; the Cyrtodactylus consobrinus on p. 290 
was in Hutan Lipur Sekayu, Terengganu; the Eutropis multifas-
ciata p. 544 was in Bukit Larut, Perak, and the Varanus salvator 
on p. 683 was in Kuala Perlis, Perlis; L. L. Grismer, pers. comm.). 
Photos of Malaysian lizards were taken by the author in virtu-
ally all kinds of environments, from mangroves and highland 
cloud forests to karst caves, restaurants, and even massage par-
lors. One of the most extraordinary photographs in the book, on 
page 101, used to illustrate the introduction to Agamidae, shows 
a Gonocephalus robinsonii in its biotope. We asked Lee Grismer 
how this remarkable shot was taken: “The wide angle shot took 
several days to set up. I thought about it for a week before I shot 
it and I had very specific ideas and images in my head of what 
I wanted. I wanted a flashy upland endemic known only from 
a cloud forest and the shot to ‘feel’ cold and wet. I scouted out 
a place in Cameron Highlands to shoot the lizard and stayed 
throughout the day to determine at what time the best light 
would occur and hopefully get an idea of when the fog would 
arrive. Then I went to an area to where Gonocephalus robinsonii 
are the most attractive. I caught the lizard and brought it back to 
the site and set it on the log and got my gear ready. Just as I began 
shooting, the clouds began to roll in as you can see in the top of 
the photo” (L. L. Grismer, pers. comm.).

Each species account includes the scientific name of the spe-
cies and its author(s), a common Malaysian name, a reference to 
the original description of the species with the type locality, a di-
agnosis, a morphological description, a coloration description, a 
distribution section, a natural history section, and a list of the ex-
amined museum material with collection numbers and localities. 
In some species, when appropriate, there is an additional section 
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on geographic variation. In those cases where the species is vari-
able or suspected to be a species complex, the variation is often 
well illustrated in the several photographs provided, and several 
potentially undescribed species are illustrated (like the lowland 
form of Cnemaspis mcguirei shown on figures 287–288, which ac-
tually represents a distinct, undescribed species — L.L. Grismer 
pers. comm., as well as several atypically colored Cyrtodactylus 
pulchellus). Each species account is accompanied by a specific 
dot map, with a detailed caption listing the mapped localities 
(these maps are not counted among the 530 figures mentioned 
above). Maps are not provided for only four species: Hemidacty-
lus frenatus and Eutropis multifasciata, because they are ubiq-
uitous, and the two introduced alien species. About 90% of the 
photographs were taken by the author himself. Only nine species 
are not illustrated (Pseudocalotes dringi, Cnemaspis argus, Cyr-
todactylus stresemanni, Lygosoma bampfyldei, Sphenomorphus 
anomalopus, S. cophias, S. langkawiensis, S. malayanus, and S. 
sibuensis), and just a few species were illustrated only by pho-
tographs taken out of Peninsular Malaysia (Hemidactylus gar-
notii, from Myanmar; Eutropis novemcarinata from Myanmar; 
Lygosoma albopunctatum, from India; Lygosoma herberti, from 
Thailand; Sphenomorphus maculatus, from Cambodia; and S. 
stellatus, from Cambodia and Vietnam). Such a huge proportion 
of photos taken of individuals native to the area covered by the 
book is absolutely remarkable. Too many books are illustrated by 
photos of individuals from populations outside the area covered, 
and that sometimes later turn out to belong to distinct taxa. 

Detailed morphological data on Malaysian lizards were lack-
ing for many species, and dispersed in many journal articles, of-
ten old and difficult to find. This new book offers a very complete 
and homogeneous description of each species, in a level of detail 
that has not been achieved in any synthetic work on Southeast 
Asian lizards since Taylor’s (1963) opus on Thai lizards. These de-
tailed morphological descriptions make the book an extremely 
useful tool for identification and for the future work of taxono-
mists. 

The natural history section is based on very thorough field 
notes taken for 15 years and retrieved from taxonomic indices 
the author put in his notebooks at the end of each year, a meth-
od that was already successfully adopted for the author’s book 
on Baja California (2002). It is by reading these field notes that 
one fully realizes how much field work actually entered into this 
book: many remote localities were visited at numerous occa-
sions over a number of years and at different seasons, which al-
lowed, among other useful information, a better understanding 
of the reproductive cycles of each species. Lee Grismer’s in situ 
observations represent a really large proportion of what is pres-
ently known on the natural history of the local lizards. These nat-
ural history accounts testify to the quasi-obsessional dedication 
of the author to the improvement of our knowledge on each spe-
cies. Another sign of this extreme dedication is the large number 
of Malaysian and American students and researchers Lee Gris-
mer has trained and is still training on Malaysian herpetology 
through courses and group field trips, as notably reflected by the 
multi-authorships of many papers listed in the literature section.    

The literature cited section includes 480 pertinent references, 
the most recent of which date from early 2011 (indeed on page 
99 it is stated that the acquisition of data for the book terminated 
on 3 April 2011, a very useful bit of information that we would 
encourage all book authors to provide).

Negative points about this remarkable book are few, and to 
find most of them required a very thorough examination of the 

book. The introduction gives a list of the species with scientific 
and common names, but the latter are not always those used in 
the main text of the book. We regret the absence of an index in 
the book. More importantly, we feel there should be an introduc-
tory chapter on scale morphology and morphological characters 
used in identification keys. The keys are very well conceived, but 
are usable only by persons who already have a very good knowl-
edge of lizard meristic characters. Drawings showing the various 
scale types, and a brief definition of each type, would have al-
lowed more people to use the keys without needing recourse to 
other books describing and illustrating these characters. The key 
to Draco spp. (p. 158) largely uses the number of ribs supporting 
the patagium, but the variation in rib numbers in the key does 
not reflect the whole variation as indicated in the species ac-
counts (see accounts for D. formosus, D. sumatranus, and D. tae-
niopterus), which might lead to some misidentifications. The key 
to scincid genera (p. 545) misses entries to the genera Dasia and 
Eutropis. The key to Sphenomorphus spp. (couplet 7) states that 
S. langkawiensis has 60–62 paravertebral ‘scales’ (actually ‘scale 
rows’), while the species account indicates it has 60–72; this mis-
take has some consequences for the use of the key. In couplet 11 
of the same key, there is an alternative between six and five su-
praoculars, but it does not take into account the variation within 
S. scotophilus (as given in the species account), which also makes 
the key to Sphenomorphus spp. a bit delicate to use. The type lo-
cality for Lygosoma herberti was copied and pasted from that of 
the former species account (L. bowringii: Hongkong), but is ac-
tually ‘Nakhon Si Thammarat Mts., peninsular Thailand’ (Taylor 
1963). As the author states, the book does not intend to provide 
a detailed taxonomic history for each species; however, for a 
number of recently described species, natural history data, sum-
marized in the species accounts’ natural history sections, were 
published before their description, and it would have been use-
ful to know under which name they had then been referred to. 
A number of references cited in the main text are missing in the 
literature cited section, and in the latter several references are 
not in alphabetical order. There are some typographic errors in 
the book, but these certainly do not occur with a frequency that 
would distract from the reading and consultation of the book. 
These few negative points are by no means significant in view of 
the extremely high general quality of the book.

Lee Grismer has to be congratulated to have restricted him-
self to a limited and manageable taxonomic group over a limited 
geographical area, and to have provided detailed and compre-
hensive information about it, as well as identification keys in-
cluding all species treated and photographs illustrating nearly all 
of them. There is indeed a dangerous tendency, maybe motivat-
ed by commercial reasons imposed by publishers, for guides to 
cover too many species over a too large geographical area. This 
tendency is well examplified by a recent “field guide” that treats 
about 1000 reptile species and subspecies from eight Southeast 
Asian countries (Das 2010), including Malaysia and Singapore. 
This represents so many taxa and so much information to deal 
with that in the end, to fit in a single book, descriptions had to be 
extremely brief and not sufficiently diagnostic. Further, no keys 
were provided, more than a third of the lizards were not illustrat-
ed, and much information is missing or erroneous, rendering the 
guide very superficial and nearly impossible to use in the field 
for identification purposes (Pauwels and David 2011). Accounts 
on Malaysian lizards contained so many errors that in the opus 
discussed here, Grismer had to mention these mistakes in not 
less than 48 instances throughout the book.  
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Lee Grismer’s latest book is absolutely exceptional by univer-
sal standards, and it is without any hesitation that we strongly 
recommend it to all naturalists, herpetologists, teachers, and 
conservationists who want to know more about Malaysian liz-
ards and Peninsular Malaysia. The author is currently working 
on the description of more than 15 new Malaysian lizard species 
(Gekkonidae and Scincidae), that will be integrated into a next 
edition of the book; with Malaysian colleagues he is finishing up 
a book on Malaysian snakes, and he will as well participate in a 
book on Malaysian amphibians that should appear next year—
all books will be of the same style as the one treated here (Gris-
mer, pers. comm., Dec. 2011). Needless to say, we are waiting 
impatiently. 
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Herpetologists know that 
amphibians and reptiles are 
endlessly engaging of the 
mind and spirit, and deserv-
ing of our efforts to protect 
them and their habitats. We 
do require people, however, 
who can transition informa-
tion from herpetological jour-
nals to popular outlets. We 
especially need those who can 
reach out to children, because 
as the author notes in her 
dedication to this book, chil-
dren “hold the future of am-
phibians and reptiles in their 
hands.”

According to information posted on Amazon.com, Marty 
Crump’s latest book is intended for middle-school children and 
older. It is a revision of the first edition (2002), which became, ac-
cording to the publisher’s website, “the ‘Outstanding Trade Book 
for Students, K-12’ in 2004 and ‘Selector’s Choice,’ an award giv-
en jointly by the National Science Teachers Association and the 
Children’s Book Council.”

Dr. Crump is well-known to readers of this journal for her 
work in tropical herpetology and behavioral ecology, which led 
her to author such books as In Search of the Golden Frog (2000), 
Headless Males Make Great Lovers: And Other Unusual Natural 
Histories (2007), Sexy Orchids Make Lousy Lovers: & Other Un-
usual Relationships (2009), and Extinction in Our Times: Global 
Amphibian Decline (2009, coauthored with James P. Collins). The 
book under review here is the second of her children’s books; the 
other is the recently-published Mysteries of the Komodo Dragon: 
The Biggest, Deadliest Lizard Gives Up Its Secrets (2010). She is 
also the coauthor of one of the herpetology textbooks, now in its 
fourth edition (2009). 

Since this book is pitched at children in grades 6–8, I ran the 
first paragraph of the first chapter through a test for readability 
scores, which provided a mean score of 7.7 grade level for five 
measures, which is appropriate. The book contains 17 chapters, 
which have an average length of 13.1 pages. This seems like a 
comfortable read for the intended 12–14-year-olds, especially as 
the chapters often are divided into sections and provided with 
numerous illustrations.

I found two features of the book’s chapters especially invit-
ing. One is that the illustrations, both black-and-white (135 of 
them) and color (eight multi-photo plates), have legends that 
provide the reader with some interesting information about the 
creature pictured. For example, the legend for figure 7 on page 9 
of the first chapter reads: “Komodo dragons, the largest lizards 
in the world, get their food in three major ways. They ambush 
active prey, attack sleeping animals, and eat dead animals such 
as these fish washed up onto the beach.” The photograph, natu-
rally, shows one of these varanids consuming some dead fish.

Among the color photographs is one that is truly “suitable for 
framing.” It shows Dr. Brady Barr hefting a 4-foot 9-inch Andrias 
japonicus. The question posed by the author is how he can man-
age to hold onto such a slippery creature. Although Brady is smil-
ing (well, maybe grimacing), he is probably hissing “Quick, take 
the damn photo!” This photo also appears on the AmphibiaWeb 
site and must be seen to be believed. The information provid-
ed there indicates that the animal (the salamander, not Brady) 
weighed 86 pounds (39 kg).

Another color photo, of the Titicaca Water Frog (Telmatobi-
us culeus), taken by Danté Fenolio, is rather eerie. Crump says, 
“What a face!” I agree. It is a good choice to place in this book, 
since this species is judged Critically Endangered by the IUCN, 
having undergone an 80% population decline in the last 15 years 
(amphibiaweb.org).

The other feature I found inviting is that words that might 
prove difficult for middle-schoolers are italicized, indicating 
they are defined in the four-page glossary. Nonetheless, an in-
dication of their meaning often appears in the text, which helps 
the reading ease and promotes vocabulary expansion.

Dr. Crump’s book also features three appendices. Appendix 
I lists additional resources (books and websites) on amphibians 
and reptiles, and their conservation (six pages). Appendix II pro-
vides names and addresses for 17 conservation organizations, 
ranging from the big, broad-scale groups like Conservation 
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International, World Wildlife Fund, and Worldwatch to groups 
with a narrower focus, such as Save the Frogs. Appendix III offers 
some “amphibian and reptile place names,” such as Frog Suck, 
Wyoming, Toad Suck, Arkansas, and Lizard Lick, North Carolina, 
with an invitation for the reader to find more (the three I men-
tion would be hard to beat). Appendix IV lists the photographic 
credits. The book concludes with a page and a half listing of the 
“main sources consulted,” which are, as the author notes, “in ad-
dition to more than 100 scientific papers.” An eight-page-plus 
index also is included, in which the references to illustrations are 
in boldface type.

The first six chapters are concerned with the natural history 
of amphibians and reptiles and the remaining 11 with their con-
servation. The initial chapter is entitled “Too Weird to Be True?” 
and is intended to pull the reader into the book. It deals with the 
appearance, defense mechanisms, parental care, and feeding of 
amphibians and reptiles and uses several unusual creatures as 
examples. The author notes that as “interesting as these isolated 
tidbits of information are, they really don’t tell us much about 
reptiles and amphibians,” so the next four chapters introduce 
more typical species to the reader. The first of these chapters 
answers the question “What are Amphibians and Reptiles?” by 
discussing their similarities and differences. Also, a two-and-a-
half-page box introduces scientific classification and another 
provides four examples by using the seven standard taxonomic 
levels. Nevertheless, scientific names generally are avoided, al-
though they could have been included in another appendix. The 
three chapters that follow, one of which deals with amphibians 
and the other two with reptiles, provide more details. As expect-
ed, each of these chapters is subdivided along ordinal lines, with 
discussions that summarize general information in a pleasant 
but information-packed narrative.

Chapter 6 describes the key roles amphibians and reptiles 
play in their ecosystems and sets the stage for the principal pur-
pose of the book—to promote conservation. In doing so, Dr. 
Crump emphasizes the “conveyor-belt” role these animals play 
in “transfer[ing] energy from invertebrates to endothermic pred-
ators higher up the food chain.” Thus, she provides a rationale 
for conserving amphibians and reptiles in their natural habitats 
by asking the question, “What would happen if Earth lost large 
numbers of amphibians and reptiles?” This central question is 
coupled with another, “How much longer will amphibians and 
reptiles be around to serve as critical components of ecosys-
tems?,” which provides the focus for the remainder of the book.

So, significant emphasis is placed on conservation, inasmuch 
as more than half of the book (131 of 249 pages) is devoted to 
this subject (indeed, this is the reason I was interested in review-
ing this book). The author’s examination of conservation issues 
begins with Chapter 7, entitled “Disappearing Acts.” As its name 
suggests, this chapter deals with examples of decline and disap-
pearance, the IUCN conservation status categories, numbers 
and percentages of amphibians and reptiles under threat, the six 
major causes of amphibian and reptile declines, and the features 
that render certain of these creatures more prone to population 
decline.

Chapter 8, entitled “Why Should We Care?” presents argu-
ments explaining why amphibians and reptiles should be of con-
cern to humans. Crump notes that we should care because we are 
responsible for most of the declines, we are still learning about 
these organisms, we put them to important uses, we recognize 
their importance in both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, and 
we acknowledge that “every living species has a right to exist.”

The next two chapters explore direct and indirect reasons 
why amphibians and reptiles are undergoing decline. Chapter 9 
considers the direct impacts, including the use of skins for leath-
er and whole animals and parts as souvenirs, the use of flesh as 
food, the use of live creatures as pets, the use of body parts in folk 
remedies and modern medicine, and the use of living and pre-
served animals in research and teaching. Chapter 10 examines 
the indirect impacts of habitat modification and destruction, the 
introduction of exotic species, and environmental pollution.

Chapter 11 is entitled “Who Turned Up the Heat?” and ob-
viously discusses global warming. The author indicates that 
humans have created the problem by burning fossil fuels, and 
disabled the fundamental solution by cutting down trees and 
plants, the carbon dioxide absorbers. She also notes that many 
amphibians and reptiles, including their eggs, might not be able 
to adapt to the warmer, drier conditions, as well as the predicted 
increase in UV levels.

The major environmental problem facing amphibians is dis-
cussed in Chapter 12, entitled “Attack of the Killer Fungus!” Logi-
cally, Dr. Crump begins the story of Bd with her personal story 
of watching Incilius periglenes disappear from the elfin forests 
at the Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve in northern Costa Rica 
during the unseasonably warm and dry 1986–1987 period. Jay 
Savage had described this extraordinary toad only two decades 
earlier; since then, this anuran has become the “poster child” for 
amphibian conservation. Although the disappearance of I. peri-
glenes has not been linked to Bd infection, this disease certainly 
has been demonstrated to be the causal agent in the decline of 
other amphibian populations on all continents where they oc-
cur. The author uses the El Valle, Panama, example of the “heroic 
airlift” that removed individuals of 35 species to sanctuary in At-
lanta, Georgia, to ask a number of ethical questions about which 
species should receive our attention and for how long, especially 
since conservation dollars always are limited. Does it make sense 
to maintain certain species in captivity in the unconfirmed hope 
that their natural homes eventually might be able to support 
them in the indeterminate future? These kinds of questions can 
be used to set up debates in middle-school classes to teach stu-
dents how to construct defensible arguments.

The remaining five chapters examine solutions for amphibi-
an and reptile conservation, beginning with a chapter on human 
attitudes toward these creatures, entitled “Good or Bad? Love or 
Hate?” The author notes that people will “protect amphibians 
and reptiles only if they think these animals are worthy of pro-
tection.” However, according to the author, only a nickel of every 
conservation dollar is spent on these animals. Then, the reader is 
regaled with stories of these organisms as symbols of both good 
and evil, depending on the nature of the superstitions and leg-
ends involved. She concludes the chapter by emphasizing the 
importance of knowing what people think about these creatures, 
as a prelude to changing negative attitudes that will increase our 
appreciation and desire to protect them.

Chapter 14 asks the question “We Can Live Together, Can’t 
We?” The main point of this chapter is evident in the concept 
of living together and not apart. That is, conservation biologists 
must find ways to provide living spaces for amphibians and rep-
tiles in a world that, as I write this sentence on Halloween, 2011, 
now supports a human population of seven billion. The seventh 
billion was added in just 12 years, the same length of time it took 
for the sixth billion to accrue. Dr. Crump emphasizes not only an 
obvious solution, preservation of land, but also ways in which we 
can change how we use the environment to promote amphibian 
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and reptile survival, such as building under-road tunnels (I am 
writing this review in Gainesville, Florida, where just south of 
town such structures have been installed in the road across the 
famed Payne’s Prairie), digging ponds to facilitate amphibian 
breeding, and using shrimp nets equipped with turtle excluder 
devices.

The final three chapters deal with ways to help conserve am-
phibians and reptiles. Chapter 15 is concerned with “Research 
and Education.” For herpetologists, it is self-evident that “We 
need more research to understand how we can best protect am-
phibians and reptiles.” Clearly, we know much less about their 
lives than we have discovered to date, especially as new species 
continue to be discovered. As new taxa are named, the number 
and percentage of threatened forms will likely increase, and each 
new taxon will represent a new biology to explore. Since most 
species remain poorly-known, biologists are facing an enormous 
task. So, basic research is essential, as long as the right questions 
are being asked. Environmental education programs are the link 
between scientists and the public, and the author notes that 
such programs can be coupled with tourism to become ecotour-
ism or provide opportunities for non-scientists to participate in 
scientific research. She also points out the importance of private 
individuals (read “children”) educating themselves to become 
agents of change to benefit conservation.

Chapter 16, “What Else Can Be Done?,” treats of other ways 
to protect amphibians and reptiles, such as through laws like the 
Endangered Species Act and the CITES treaty, which work when 
properly enforced. In addition, populations can be reestablished 
in their natural habitat, animals can be captive bred for skins, 
food, and pets, wild populations can be harvested more wisely, 
and alternatives to classroom specimen dissections can be used, 
like videotapes, CD-ROMs, and computer-based virtual dissec-
tions.

The last chapter is oriented toward the reader and asks, 
“What Can YOU Do to Help?” Actually, the discussion is divided 
among things for the reader to do—and not to do. The things not 
to do are somewhat limited, but the ones to do are more exten-
sive, such as educating oneself about these animals, volunteer-
ing time to individuals and organizations, sharing information 
with others, supporting conservations organizations, being a 
responsible pet owner, and improving one’s backyard to serve 
as habitat for amphibians and reptiles. The last paragraph of the 
book presents a simple, but powerful message—“You and I to-
gether can make a difference. Please help.”

Marty Crump has done herpetologists a tremendous favor in 
creating this book directed toward middle-schoolers. She trans-
ferred our concerns about the fate of amphibians and reptiles 
expressed in our technical papers and books to the young people 
who can make a real difference in the years to come, in a way 
they can understand. She carefully crafted her book using the ap-
propriate language level and engaging information about “our” 
creatures that can be read on more than one level. The text can 
be read straight through to provide a strong conservation mes-
sage, but also can be explored more deeply by pursuing the in-
formation in the additional references and various appendices.

Although my elder grandson, at age nine, is still a bit young 
for this book, I think his burgeoning interest in herpetology will 
stand him in good stead and I plan to give him my copy. It won’t 
be so long, anyway, before he will be ready to handle all this ex-
cellent book has to offer.
 I have just a couple of suggestions for improvement, 
should this book go into a third edition. One is to turn the 

black-and-white illustrations into color. Amphibians and rep-
tiles are colorful organisms and seeing their color patterns can 
increase their appeal to young readers. The other is to include 
ideas about appropriate projects and presentations for the target 
audience to make in school and other social settings.
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the eponym dictionary of reptiles

by Bo Beolens, Michael Watkins, and Michael Grayson. 2011. Johns 
hopkins university Press, Baltimore, Maryland (http://www.press.jhu.
edu). xiii + 296 pp. hardbound. uS $100.00. iSBn 978-1-4214-0135-5.

peter uetZ
Center for the Study of Biological Complexity
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Most reptile aficionados will 
recognize that Amphiesma bou-
lengeri has been named after 
George Albert Boulenger (1858–
1937) or Plestiodon copei after 
Edward Drinker Cope (1840–
1897). But who was the Dugand 
in Leptotyphlops dugandi (now 
Trilepida dugandi) or the King in 
Anops kingi (now Amphisbaena 
kingii)? Such questions are an-
swered by the Eponym Dictionary 
of Reptiles, which tracks down the 
people after whom species have 
been named. This book is wel-
come because the issue at stake 
is not that trivial. For instance, 
there are quite a few species epi-
thets which appear to be named for people but which originate 
from place names, such as Chironius vincenti named after the 
island St. Vincent. These cases are covered too. In addition, the 
dictionary contains those species that have been named after 
people but may not be obvious, e.g., Eurydactylodes agricolae, 
named after Aaron Bauer, whose last name means “farmer” in 
German, which is translated to “agricola” in Latin. Finally, some 
reptile names which may sound like people, such as Anolis bi-
caorum, have been named after organizations, here the Bay 
Island Conservation Association (BICA). While such cases are 
also included in the dictionary, they may not have been cov-
ered comprehensively as the origin of some names remains 
mysterious. Many older species descriptions did not explain 
their etymology, so once their authors have passed away it be-
comes a detective’s job to figure out their history. In addition to 
the scientific names, Beolens et al. also catalogued those com-
mon names derived from people, such as Blanford’s Pipe Snake 
(Cylindrophis lineatus), even though the scientific name is of 
purely Greek and Latin origin. Finally, a surprising number of 
species (or genera) have been named after mythical characters, 
be they from Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings (Liolaemus tulkas) or 
Burroughs’ Tarzan (Calumma tarzan), appropriately named af-
ter its arboreal lifestyle. 
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The Eponym Dictionary tracks down the names of a total of 
4,130 species and subspecies and is alphabetically organized by 
eponym, that is, usually the last name of the person (or some-
times place, organization, etc.) after which species have been 
named. Each entry then lists the species named after that per-
son. Most people have only one or two species named after them, 
but the superstars such as Boulenger or Cope can claim dozens 
of species named in their honor. For each person a very short 
biography is provided, sometimes only a sentence (“Charles 
Snell donated the holotype of this snake [Vermicella snelli] to the 
Western Australian Museum”) but rarely exceeding a quarter of 
a page, even for the most famous herpetologists. While this het-
erogeneity is a certain weakness of the book, it may have been a 
necessary compromise to keep the book’s size manageable. Nev-
ertheless, it is one of those dictionaries which you may end up 
reading just for fun as it is a treasure trove of anecdotes, amusing 
factoids, and family gossip (many herpetologists named some 
snake or turtle after their wives [often!], sisters, uncles, mother-
in-laws, or other family members and friends). We also learn 
about less pleasant aspects of being a herpetologist, such as the 
abrupt ends of Roberto Donoso-Barros (Liolaemus donosoi and 
other species) and Benoit Mys (Carlia mysi) in car crashes or Jo-
han August Wahlberg (Colopus wahlbergii), who was killed by an 
elephant, or those scientists who died, perhaps fittingly, from 
snake bite (e.g., Robert Mertens and Joseph Slowinski).

Besides the heterogeneity of the entries, I have only few com-
plaints: first, the introduction and background information is 
limited to a mere three pages. Here the authors explain how to 
use the book and how they dealt with dubious names (such as 
those common names erected by Frank and Ramus). I would 
have liked to see a bit more data analysis, e.g., some statistics 
(where the patrons came from, when they lived, etc.) or a list of 
epithets that are neither Greek or Latin nor derived from people. 
It would have been helpful to indicate for which names more ex-
tensive biographies or obituaries are available. While some re-
sources are cited (e.g., Adler 1989, 2007; Rieck et al. 2001), there 
is no information on whose biographies they contain. Further-
more, the whole bibliography is less than two pages so you have 
to resort to other resources to find the original descriptions of 
the species listed (e.g., the supplement to Uetz 2010).

Despite its shortcomings, Beolens and co-authors have pro-
duced a great book that is fun to read. Notably, they have already 
published similar books on birds and mammals (Beolens and 
Watkins 2003; Beolens et al. 2009) and reportedly have a com-
panion volume on amphibians in press. If they live long enough 
to work through the 30,000 species of fish, a future eponym dic-
tionary of vertebrates may keep saving biologists from buying 
People magazine for years to come.
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Amphibians of malawi

by Vincenzo Mercurio. 2011. edition Chimaira, frankfurt am Main 
(www.chimaira.de). 393 pp. hardcover. 49,80 euros (approximately uS 
$65.00). iSBn 978-3-89973-495-9.
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Recent years have seen a wel-
come proliferation of high quality 
country and regional field guides 
to the amphibians and reptiles of 
various parts of Africa (e.g., Baha 
El Din 2006; Channing and How-
ell 2006; du Preez and Carruthers 
2009) and a new book by Vincen-
zo Mercurio on the amphibians 
of Malawi continues this trend. 
Malawi is a comparatively small 
southern African country that 
is wedged in among Tanzania, 
Mozambique, and Zambia and 
extends along the southern part 
of the East African Rift Valley and 
Lake Malawi. Although Malawi has an interesting geographical 
position between the mountains of Southern Africa and those 
of the Albertine Rift and the Eastern Arc, it lacks the high num-
ber of endemic amphibian species found to the south and north. 
As such, Malawi has received relatively little attention and has 
usually been considered only peripherally in treatments of the 
herpetofauna of its more important southern and eastern neigh-
bors. The only notable exception has been Margaret Stewart’s 
(1967) seminal book Amphibians of Malawi—the first and only 
comprehensive guide to the amphibians of Malawi. With his new 
book, Mercurio presents a complete update of our knowledge of 
the amphibians of this country.

The book is based on Mercurio’s Ph.D. dissertation, which 
explains the somewhat unconventional (for a field guide) ar-
rangement of the different parts of the books into introduction, 
material and methods, results, discussion, abstract, German 
summary, and a bibliography. The first part comprises some 50 
pages and contains more or less comprehensive introductions to 
the geography, geology, climate, and particularly the vegetation, 
with several subsections devoted to the various predominant 
vegetation types. Further sections are dedicated to the current 
state of conservation, list protected areas, and provide an over-
view of the history of herpetological research in Malawi as well as 
of studies using amphibians as biological indicators in Africa in 
general. The second part (Material and Methods) gives details on 
the survey methods used and on data analyses. Of more interest 
to most readers in this chapter will most likely be the detailed 
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descriptions of the sites visited for the study. Both introduction 
and material and methods are amply illustrated with a number 
of maps (political, geographical, hydrological, protected areas, 
study sites) and excellent, representative photographs of the dif-
ferent habitat types and study sites visited.

The bulk of the results section contains the systematic ac-
counts, which cover 86 taxa including two possible new species 
and four subspecies and include keys to all genera and species. 
All species accounts contain a list of synonyms and list the perti-
nent literature, a brief diagnostic description of the species, the 
geographic range, the distribution in Malawi, and habitat. Every 
account is completed by a distribution map indicating known 
records from Malawi. Most species accounts further contain a 
section with remarks and, where applicable, a list of examined 
material (with museum/field numbers) and a description of the 
advertisement call complete with accompanying spectrograms 
and oscillograms. With a few exceptions, every species is illus-
trated by one, sometimes more, good quality photographs. In 
addition, some species accounts also include photographs de-
picting the typical habitat.

The remainder of the results contains a section describing 
the diversity of reproductive modes of the anurans of Malawi and 
another section with an analysis of species richness and com-
munity diversity. The section on reproductive diversity is largely 
identical to Mercurio et al. (2009) and contains descriptions of 
the anuran reproductive modes (following Wells 2007) found in 
Malawi, as well as a comprehensive table listing every species 
with its reproductive mode and further reproductive characters 
such as clutch size, egg deposition site, tadpole habitat, etc. Alas, 
information on whether the tadpole of a given species has been 
described or is unknown is missing. 

The relatively short discussion mostly summarizes and syn-
thesizes the distribution and abundance data from the results 
section. The main conclusion is that at the species level there 
is a “lack of a match between environmental degradation and 
amphibian diversity.” As a reason for this result, the author sug-
gests either considerable ecological plasticity of the Malawian 
anurans or a change in the amphibian communities in historical 
times due to progressive human habitat modification, a scenario 
which overall does not seem to be all that unlikely. As the au-
thor furthermore points out, true forest endemics or other habi-
tat specialists are almost completely absent from the sampled 
species and most of them are habitat generalists, which may 
also account for the lack of correspondence between habitat 
degradation and amphibian diversity. These main results are 
furthermore even less surprising when considering that appar-
ently only species with a good visibility and thus likelihood of 
detection were selected for the abundance analyses, whereas 
small ground-dwelling, aquatic, or fossorial species were exclud-
ed. Given that the resulting data set contains primarily species 
known to be tolerant of anthropogenic habitat modifications it 
is not surprising that the author arrives at his main conclusion.

Overall, as a field guide, the book seems well worth its price. 
Especially the detailed and well-illustrated introductory chapters 
and species accounts provide a lot of information; anyone plan-
ning on visiting Malawi or interested in the amphibians of the 
area in general will find plenty of interest here. Unfortunately a 
list of museum acronyms seems to be lacking. Moreover, some of 
the acronyms given for the examined material seem to indicate 
field numbers (VM – Vincenzo Mercurio?), rather than collec-
tion numbers, and I could not find any mention in the book into 
which museum collection these specimens will be accessioned, 

if they have not been already. What detracts further from the 
overall positive impression of the book are some entirely unnec-
essary errors and typos. The figure legends especially contain a 
disproportionately high number of errors; some examples: fig. 
82 shows a specimen of Leptopelis mossambicus in “position of 
minimus traspiration” and refers to figs. 67 and 69, which sup-
posedly illustrate the same specimen but in fact represent the 
distribution map and a photograph of Arthroleptis xenodactyloi-
des. Figure 215 refers to a “Hyperolius viridiflayassaevus” instead 
of Hyperolius viridiflavus, fig. 298 to “Ptychadena cf. fuscigula” 
instead of Amietia cf. fuscigula, and fig. 304 to “Afrana angolen-
sis” instead of Amietia angolensis. In Table 10, the percentages 
for the Chongoni sample do not add up to 100%. The records 
for Phrynobatrachus perpalmatus are indicated by giant red 
squares in the distribution map, instead of the small dots used in 
the other maps. In addition, there are a number of simple typos 
throughout the text (e.g., “P. uzugwensis,” “S. murumontanus,” 
“embrionic development”) as well as grammatical errors. After 
all the work that went into this book, it is regrettable that neither 
the author nor the publisher seemed to have found the time for 
that final round of proof reading.
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Although one may find a 
review of a children’s book a 
bit out of the ordinary from 
typical reviews of scholarly 
works in herpetology, I be-
lieve this one to be no less 
important. I appeal to my 
fellow herpetologists, col-
leagues, and parents who 
frequent the children’s sec-
tions of local and national 
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bookstores with their sons and daughters. What I found and 
present here is most offensive to our passionate and professional 
efforts to create an appreciation and respect for the animals we 
study. We are all too familiar with how the presentation of mis-
leading and inaccurate information creates misconceptions in 
herpetology and the “only good snake is a dead snake” mentality. 
I, as do so many of my colleagues, dedicate countless hours to 
educating our youth about amphibians and reptiles in an attempt 
to shape future citizens that are well informed and educated so 
that they might also share our appreciation and respect for these 
unique animals and their interesting natural histories. The above 
author, Susan Barraclough, has now touched the minds of thou-
sands (ca. 18,000 copies sold)1 and has single-handedly under-
mined our efforts to properly educate and instill an appreciation 
and respect for reptiles. Instead, such appreciation is replaced 
with undue fear, misunderstanding, and a certain propensity for 
wanton killing.

This book is targeted toward a very impressionable age group 
of 8 to 10 year-olds and is littered with outrageous images (e.g., 
Fig. 1) in an attempt to create a true sense of fear rather than 
wonderment. Even the quote on the inside cover “…reptiles 
are the real-life monsters of the modern world” and the quotes 
within the cottonmouth account (e.g., “As dark and sinister as its 
swampland habitat, this fierce hunter haunts the sluggish waters 
of southeastern United States” and “After the snake plunges its 
fangs into a victim, it hangs on until its venom starts to work”) 
are unconscionable statements for someone who is supposedly 
dedicated to the education of children. The book’s jacket states 
that “Susan Barroclough is a highly experienced author and edi-
tor specializing in children’s nonfiction and reference books” and 
“during her career she has written and managed a wide range 
of teen and children’s titles on science and the natural world.” 
It seems that the author has now managed to fit a project of sci-
ence fiction into her repertoire.

In addition to this “reference book” being clearly overdrama-
tized all for the sake of creating a fear factor, it is also riddled 
with errors and misconceptions (Table 1). However, my objec-
tive here is not to critically review the material presented in this 
book, but rather to draw attention to the educational “miscue” 
that has now influenced thousands of impressionable children. 
As true science educators we understand and share a basic edu-
cational philosophy for meeting curiosity with honesty and sci-
entific integrity, especially when touching the minds of children. 
This book has failed in this basic and essential educational phi-
losophy. In my professional opinion, this publication may be a 

perfect example of how not to educate our youth about science 
and natural history. As most of my colleagues will likely concur 
with my assessment of this book, I assure you that this book is 
one that I will be keeping off my son’s bookshelf.

1Approximately 18,000 copies were sold estimated from the Amazon 
Best Sellers Rank (88,039 in Nov. 2011) where this rank is converted 
to the number of books sold per week using a logarithmic function 
(fonerbooks.com). This number is then used in a calculation (Be-
neathTheCover.com) to account for all national sales and years since 
publication. 

TaBle 1. Representative examples of errors and misconceptions pre-
sented in the book, Snakes and Reptiles: The Scariest Cold-Blooded 
Creatures on Earth.

Example Error or Misconception

 1 “Snakes and Reptiles” rather than “Snake and other Rep-
tiles” (title page).

 2 Perpetuation of the term “cold-blooded” rather than the 
use of ectothermic (title page).

 3 Use of “species” rather than species or sp. to indicate a 
non-specified specific epithet of the genus (throughout 
book). By italicizing the word species this indicates that 
“species” is the specific epithet.

 
 4 Species are organized alphabetically by genus (Through-

out book). This becomes extremely noticeable and prob-
lematic in the “Turtles, Crocodiles, & Alligators” section 
(p. 147) when turtle species seem to be randomly present 
between crocodilian species.

 5 “Relentlessly tightening its powerful coils, the mighty boa 
constrictor squeezes the last breath out of its victims, lis-
tening for their heartbeat...” (p. 21).

 6 Description of a rattlesnake’s rattle: “This is a series of 
horny shells…” (p. 38).

 7 Tuatara is listed and classified under lizards (p. 130). 

 8 Why an amphibian section in a book entitled “Snakes and 
Reptiles”? (p. 165).

Fig. 1. Examples of the overdramatized illustrations and accounts presented in this book creating undo fear among children. Examples pre-
sented here include a woman collecting timber from a woodpile in her garden who is subsequently bitten by a coral snake (A), a man bitten 
by a cottonmouth while canoeing in Florida (B), and a Brazilian fisherman bleeding out in his boat after attempting primitive first-aid on the 
bite wounds (C). Illustrations are copyrighted by Sandy Creek Press with arrangement with Amber Books, Ltd.
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venomous Snakes of the World

by Mark o’Shea. 2011. Princeton university Press, Princeton, new 
Jersey (http://press.princeton.edu) and new holland Publishers, uK. 
160 pp. Softcover. uS $19.95, £13.95. iSBn 978-0-691-15023-9.

boas and pythons of the World

by Mark o’Shea. 2011. Princeton university Press, Princeton, new 
Jersey (http://press.princeton.edu) and new holland Publishers, uK. 
160 pp. Softcover. uS $19.95, £13.95. iSBn 978-0-691-15015-4.

 Both of these titles are newly issued softbound versions of 
books originally published in 2005 and 2007, respectively, with 
no changes evident. Both are characterized by outstanding col-
or photography (ca. 150 images in each) and attractive graphics. 
 Venomous Snakes begins with an explanation as to which 
species are included in a book on “venomous” snakes, given the 
diversity of colubrid (sensu lato) species with some level of toxic 
secretions. The solution was to include those species whose bites 
are known or suspected to be dangerous. The book first presents 
a review of snake anatomy, with particular attention to features 
relevant for venomous snakes, followed by concise overviews of 
families of modern snakes containing venomous species, snake 
venoms and their actions, seasnake adaptations for marine liv-
ing, and conservation. The snakes are then presented geographi-
cally: Americas, Eurasia, Africa, Tropical Asia, Australasia, and 
the Oceans.
 An introductory section in Boas and Pythons provides cur-
rent information about evolution, anatomy, diversity and dis-
tribution of basal snakes, constriction, giant snakes, man-eat-
ing snakes, and conservation. As in the preceding volume, the 
snakes are covered by geographic region. The book’s title is a bit 

misleading, in that O’Shea includes all basal lineages (Scoleco-
phidia + Alethinophidia), so readers might be surprised to see 
photos of blindsnakes alongside boas and pythons.
 These attractive books are not only for a general readership, 
but also for herpetologists who will appreciate the beautiful pho-
tography of so many interesting species.

reptiles de la provincia de río negro, 
Argentina

by Gustavo J. Scrocchi, Cristian S. abdala, Javier nori, and hussam 
Zaher. 2010. fondo editorial rionegrino, nequen. 249 pp. iSBn 
978-9-507-67042-8. $140.00 pesos (about uS $33.00) plus shipping 
and handling. available from fundación Miguel lillo (Centro de 
información Geobiológico del noa / Biblioteca: Sra. Mariá angela 
Prieto - maprieto@lillo.org.ar).

 This is an important con-
tribution documenting the 
reptiles from an extensive and 
diverse area from the Argentin-
ian portion of Patagonia. Since 
many of the species contained 
in this book are not endemic to 
this region, it will also be use-
ful for people interested in the 
reptiles of other Argentinian 
provinces and the surrounding 
countries of Chile, Bolivia, Para-
guay, Uruguay, and the south of 
Brazil. This handy-sized book 
is illustrated by more than 130 
color photographs and other 
images, including maps show-
ing the location of museum specimens from the four major 
Argentinian museum collections.  The book includes a brief de-
scription of Río Negro province, including its geography, geol-
ogy, phytogeography, and a concise account of its land use and 
location of protected areas. There is an easy to follow and very 
useful identification key accompanied by illustrations of the 
diagnostic characters. The guide covers the only turtle known 
from this province, two amphisbaenians, 17 snakes, and about 
50 lizards. For each one of the species there is a brief morpho-
logical description, including comparisons with similar species, 
an account of the localities where the species has been reported, 
including areas outside Río Negro, conservation status, and, in 
some instances, ecological information. For some of the species 
the different vernacular names applied to each species in differ-
ent areas are presented. 

publicAtionS receivedpublicAtionS received
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field notes on Science & nature

Michael r. Canfield (editor). 2011. harvard university Press, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 297 pp. hardcover, uS $27.95. iSBn 978-
0-674-05757-9.

Despite the cover illustration, 
this is not a herpetological title, 
but nevertheless should appeal to 
field biologists of all stripes as well 
as those who simply enjoy observ-
ing nature. E. O. Wilson, in shar-
ing examples from his own field 
notebook, introduces a collection 
of essays by eminent biologists 
who take readers into the field, 
sharing moments of exhilaration 
and inspiration, along with the 
inevitable challenges and drudg-
ery that come with field work. 
All contributors stress the im-
portance of recording field data, 
which might seem self-evident to 
most readers, but here we read of 

examples that emphatically reinforce that point. On display are 
various methods and systems for recording observations, espe-
cially useful for younger workers. George Schaller explains how 
he approaches study subjects (lions, mountain gorillas, giant 
pandas, etc.) and includes reproductions of pages from his field 
notebooks. Legendary birder Kenn Kaufman extols the virtues of 
list keeping, drawing examples from bird counts, Roger Kitching’s 
skills as an artist/naturalist are displayed, and Jenny Keller offers 
a brief, but profusely illustrated, tutorial on making drawings in 
the field. Piotr Naskrecki explains his use of relational databases 
for organizing field data, likely an attractive option in this era of 
portable devices. John Perrine and James Patton provide an over-
view of the “Grinnell Method” of taking field notes, developed in 
the early 1900s by Joseph Grinnell, the visionary first director of 

the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at UC Berkeley. This method 
has been adopted and adapted by legions of MVZ students and 
researchers, forming a data-rich historical foundation for verte-
brate communities in California. In summary, this is an enjoyable 
read and an excellent resource for students. 

Adventures in Green python country

by Karl-heinz Switak. 2006. natur und Tier – Verlag Gmbh, Münster. 
362 pp. Softcover, 39.80 euros (approx. uS $56.60). iSBn 978-3-
937285-82-5. available through Chimaira Buchhandelsgesellschaft 
mbh (www.chimaira.de).

Although published in 2006, this 
title remains barely known to most 
herpetologists. Karl-Heinz Switak 
is a native German who eventu-
ally became Supervising Herpe-
tologist at the Steinhart Aquarium 
at the California Academy of Sci-
ences in San Francisco. This book 
is another in a growing list of semi-
autobiographical herp-adventure 
volumes in the spirit of Frank Buck 
and Carl Kauffeld. Switak recounts 
his travels to Indonesia, Austra-
lia, and most prominently, New 
Guinea, often in search of Green 
Tree Pythons. Although the writing 
at times seems as though from a 
different era, the large number of color photographs of herpe-
tofauna (especially Green Tree Pythons), as well as people and 
places, make this a worthy addition to the bookshelves of herpe-
tologists, python-keeping hobbyists, as well as those who enjoy 
reading about real-life adventures in exotic places. 

the fifth ASiAn herpetoloGicAl conference 
June 2-4, 2012 china

The fifth asian herpetological Conference will be held on June 2–4, 2012 in the city of Chengdu, western 
China. The conference will be joined by the annual Meeting of the Chinese herpetologist Society and hosted 
by the Chengdu institute of Biology and the Chinese herpetologist Society. The conference is the largest 
regional herpetological gathering of the asian and Pacific area and we anticipate that 250–300 herpetologists 
will attend the conference. This is a wonderful opportunity to meet friends, exchange ideas and establish 
collaborations. in addition to regular presentations, several workshops are also planned, which will provide a 
learning experience for students. 

locAtion And venue: 
Chengdu eighteen-Step island hotel, Chengdu, Sichuan Province, China. 
http://www.cdscjd.com/18bden/

WorKShopS:
1) Bioacoustics analysis: Principle and application
2) research Methods or experiment Designs
3) Major Topics in evolutionary herpetology

preSentAtion SeSSionS:
1) Systematics and Biodiversity
2) Biogeography
3) Behavior and Physiology
4) Genetics, Development and evolution
5) ecology and Conservation
6) Snake Venom, Snakebite Prevention and Treatment
7) Captive amphibians and reptiles
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